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Let S be a seminorm on an algebra s8. In this paper we study multiplicativity 
and quadrativity factors for S, i.e., constants n>O and I >O for which 
S(xy) Q nS(x)S( y) and S(x’) <Z?(x)’ for all x, y E 1. We begin by investigating 
quadrativity factors in terms of the kernel of S. We then turn to the question, under 
what conditions does S have multiplicativity factors if it has quadrativity factors? 
We show that if d is commutative then quadrativity factors imply multiplicativity 
factors. We further show that in the noncommutative case there exist both proper 
seminorms and norms that have quadrativity factors but no multiplicativity 
factors. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
Let d be an algebra over a field [F where [F = IR or IF = @. As usual, we 
call a function 
s:d-+R 
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a seminorm if for all x, y E d and a E [F: 
S(x) 2 0, 
S(ax) = Ial S(x), 
S(x + y) Q S(x) + S(y). 
If in addition, 
S(x) # 0 vxzo, 
then S is a norm. Finally, we call a seminorm S proper if S does not vanish 
identically and S(x) = 0 for some x # 0. 
As & is an algebra, we associate with S two additional properties: We 
say that S is submultiplicative (or simply, multiplicative) if 
S(XY) G S(X)S(Y) vx, yEd; 
and subquadrative (or simply, quadratiue) if 
S(x2) < S(x)2 VXEd. 
If S is multiplicative then it is obviously quadrative. The converse is 
often false, as we shall observe in Examples 3.1-3.3 below. 
Given a seminorm S on d and a positive constant p > 0, then obviously 
S, = PS is a seminorm too. Clearly, S, may or may not be multiplicative. 
If it is, we call p a multiplicativity factor or simply an M-factor for S. 
Similarly, if S, = IS is quadrative on d for ,4 > 0, we call I a quadratiuity 
factor or a Q-factor for S. 
We immediately see that ,u > 0 is an M-factor for S if and only if 
S(XY) d Pw)S(YY) vx, YE&d. 
Analogously, A > 0 is a Q-factor for S if and only ij 
S(x2) d IS(x)2 VXEd. 
If a0 is an M- or a Q-factor for S, then so is every a 2 aO. Thus having 
a seminorm on d, the first question that comes to mind is whether S has 
M- or Q-factors; and if so, are there best (least) such factors. This question 
is answered by the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 1.1 [AGl, Theorem 2.41. Let S be a seminorm on an algebra 
d. Then: 
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(a) S has M-factors if and only if Ker S, the kernel of S, is a 
(two-sided) ideal in ZZ@ and 
PinfE s”P{S(xY) :x, yEzz,S(X)<1,S(y)~1}<co. (1.1) 
(b) If S has M-factors and ~inf>O, then ~inf is the best (least) 
M-factor for S. 
(c) If S has M-factors and llinf = 0, then p is an M-factor if and only 
zj-p>o. 
THEOREM 1.2 [AG2, Theorem 1.11. Let d and S be as in Theorem 1.1. 
Then : 
(a) S has Q-factors if and only if ~$7 = Ker S is closed under squaring 
(i.e., x2 E X if x E X) and 
~i*,~SUp{S(X2):XE~02,S(X)~1}<~. (1.2) 
(b) If S has Q-factors and 3Linf> 0, then jlinf is the best (least) Q-factor 
for S. 
(c) Zf S has Q-factors and AinT= 0, then A is a Q-factor if and only if 
1> 0. 
If S is a norm, then Ker S = {O}. If in addition & is finite dimensional, 
then a simple compactness argument shows that ~inf in (1.1) is finite. So 
Theorem 1.2 implies immediately: 
THEOREM 1.3 (compare [GS, Theorem 43). Norms on finite dimensional 
algebras always have M-factors. 
For seminorms the situation is slightly less trivial, yet the question of 
existence (not evaluation) of M-factors has a simple answer: 
THEOREM 1.4 [AGl, Theorem 2.31. Let S be a seminorm on a finite 
dimensional algebra A?. Then S has M-factors if and only zf Ker S is a 
(two-sided) ideal in d. 
The purpose of this paper is to further discuss M- and Q-factors for 
norms and proper seminorms on arbitrary algebras. We begin, in Section 2, 
by studying the quadrativity of S in terms of Ker S. This complements 
Section 2 in [AGl], where the connection between the existence of 
M-factors and Ker S was established. 
In Section 3 we turn to the main question in the paper, i.e., under what 
conditions a quadrative seminorm has M-factors. We shall show that 
if d is commutative then Q-factors imply M-factors. We shall further 
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demonstrate that in the noncommutative case there exist quadrative proper 
seminorms and norms with no M-factors. 
2. QUADRATIVITY FACTORS AND KERNELS 
We begin with the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a quadrative seminorm on an algebra d. Then 
s(xY+Yx)G4s(x)s(Y) vx, YE&J. 
ProojI Clearly, 
Hence 
(x + yy - (x - y)’ = 2XY + 2yx. 
and so 
S(xy + yx) 6 4 Vx, Y with S(x)bl, S(Y)dL (2.1) 
Now choose arbitrary x, y E d. Then for any E > 0, 
S&T&),l~ s&r&),1. 





and the lemma follows. 1 
We recall now the Jordan product in an algebra, defined by 
xm y=$(xy+yx), x, ycJ22. 
We further recall &+, the special Jordan algebra associated with &, i.e., 
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the algebra obtained by replacing the product in d by the Jordan product. 
As usual, we shall call a set FE d a Jordan ideal in d if 
xy+yxczY- VXEd, YET-; 
that is, if 5 is an ideal in d + : 
With these definitions we can easily prove: 
THEOREM 2.1 (compare [AGl, Theorem 2.11). Let S be a seminorm with 
Q-factors on an algebra d. Then: 
(a) X = Ker S is a Jordan ideal in d. 
(b) If d is a topological algebra and S is continuous, then X is a 
closed Jordan ideal in d. 
Proof Let 1 >O be a Q-factor for S. Then IS is quadrative, so by 
Lemma 2.1, 
AS(xy + yx) < 41*s(x)s( y) VXEX, YEd. 
Consequently, S(xy + yx) = 0, i.e., 
xy+yxEx VXEX, yEd; 
so X is a Jordan ideal. 
If d is a topological algebra and S is continuous, then the Jordan ideal 
X, being where a continuous function vanishes, is closed. 1 
Having Theorem 2.1, we prove next the following analogue of 
Theorem 1.2(a): 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a seminorm on an algebra d. Then S has 
Q-factors if and only if X = Ker S is a Jordan ideal in d and (1.2) holds. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.1, if X is not a Jordan ideal, then S has no 
Q-factors. Similarly, if Ainf = cc then for each ,4 > 0 we can find x0 E d such 
that 
S(4) > 1, S(xo) G 1, 
so again, S has no Q-factors. 
409/170/2-a 
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Conversely, if X is a Jordan ideal in d, then X is closed under 
squaring, so if (1.2) holds then, by Theorem 1.2, S has Q-factors. 1 
Another observation can be deduced from the following result by G. K. 
Kalisch: 
THEOREM 2.3 [K; BK, p. 1831. Let d+ be the special Jordan algebra 
associated with a given associative finite dimensional algebra d. Then dt 
is simple tf and only tf & is simple. 
COROLLARY 2.1 (compare [ AGl, Corollary 2.11). Let d be an 
associative finite dimensional algebra. If d is simple, then there are no 
quadrative proper seminorms on d. 
Proof (a) Let S be quadrative. By Theorem 2.1(a), X = Ker S is a 
Jordan ideal in &. Since d is simple, so is d + by Theorem 2.3. Hence 
X = { 0} or X = d. In the first case S is a norm, and in the second S = 0. 
Assertion (b) follows from Theorem 2.1(b) in the same way. 1 
Since F,,,, the algebra of n x n matrices over IF, is simple (e.g. [BM, 
Theorem 10, p. 414]), we immediately obtain from Corollary 2.1: 
THEOREM 2.4 (compare [AGl, Theorem 2.21). There are no quadrative 
proper seminorms on IF, x n. 
If S is a seminorm on d then evidently, X = Ker S is a subspace of -c9; 
so d/X is a quotient space. In view of this simple remark, we prove: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let S be a seminorm on an algebra d with kernel X and 
finite dimensional quotient space zl/X. Then S has Q-factors tf and only if 
X is a Jordan ideal in &. 
Proof If S has Q-factors then X is a Jordan ideal in & by 
Theorem 2.1. 
Conversely, let X be a Jordan ideal in d. Consider the quotient algebra 
d ‘IX, and define 
N(x + X) = S(x), XEd+. 
Clearly, N is a seminorm on &+/X. In fact, N is a norm on -ts’/X since 
N vanishes only for x E X. As d/X is finite dimensional, so is d ‘/X 
having the identical linear structure. Thus N has Q-factors by Theorem 1.3, 
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and S has the same Q-factors on d +. Now let 1> 0 be a Q-factor for S 
on d +. Since squaring in d and in d + coincide, we have 
S(x2) < As(x)’ VXEd, 
so II is a Q-factor for S on d. I 
We obtain at once: 
COROLLARY 2.2 (compare [AGl, Theorem 2.31). Let S be a seminorm 
on a finite-dimensional algebra &. Then S has Q-factors if and only if Ker S 
is a Jordan ideal in d. 
Combining Example 3.1 of [AGl] with Theorem 3.1 of [AG2] we see 
that in the infinite-dimensional case Corollary 2.2 is false, i.e., a norm or a 
proper seminorm S on an infinite dimensional algebra d may fail to have 
Q-factors even when Ker S is a Jordan ideal, or even a (closed) two-sided 
ideal in d. 
We can modify Theorem 2.5 as follows: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let d be an algebra and let X be a Jordan ideal in d 
such that d/X is finite dimensional. Then there is a seminorm S on d with 
kernel X, having Q-factors. 
Proof: Choose a norm N on L&!/.X, and consider the seminorm 
S(x) = N(x + X), XEd, 
whose kernel is X. As &+/X is finite dimensional, N has Q-factors on 
d +/X by Theorem 1.3. Thus, S has the same factors on d +, and so on 
d since squaring in d and in d+ is the same. u 
By Theorem 1.1, if a seminorm S has M-factors on -c9, then Ker S is a 
two-sided ideal in d. Thus replacing in the statements and proofs of 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 Q-factors by M-factors, Jordan ideal by two-sided 
ideal, and d+ by ZX!, we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.7 (compare [AGl, Theorem 2.31). Let S be a seminorm on 
an algebra d with kernel X and finite dimensional quotient space &IX. 
Then S has M-factors if and only if X is a (two-sided) ideal in &. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let d be an algebra and let X be a (two-sided) ideal in 
&’ such that d/X is finite dimensional. Then there is a seminorm S on d 
with kernel .X, having M-factors. 
We conclude this section with the following fact: 
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THEOREM 2.9 (Compare [AGl, Corollary 2.23). Let S be a seminorm 
on an algebra &. Then S has Q-factors and Iz,,f in (1.2) vanishes, if and only 
if 
S(x2) = 0 VXEd. (2.2) 
Proof If S has Q-factors and ;linf= 0 then by Theorem 1.2(c), for 
arbitrarily small 1> 0, 
S(x2) 6 ns(x)2 VXEd, 
hence (2.2) follows. 
Conversely, if (2.2) holds, any ;1> 0 will serve as a Q-factor for S, and 
by (1.2), ~i,=O. D 
Theorems 1.2(c) and 2.9 imply that the only seminorms on d which 
have Q-factors but not a least one, are those satisfying (2.2), in which case 
the Q-factors are the positive reals. 
3. QUADRATIVITY AND M-FACTORS 
We begin by proving 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a quadrative seminorm on a commutative algebra 
d. Then 
S(XY) G 2S(X)S(Y) vx, YE&> (3.1) 
where the inequality is best possible. 
Proof The inequality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1. In 
order to prove that the factor 2 in (3.1) cannot be improved, take the 
numerical radius, defined on an n x n complex matrix A by 
r(A)=max(Ix*AxJ :x~C”,x*x=l}. 
We recall (e.g. [GT]) that r is a quadrative, non-multiplicative norm on 
L tILXn* 
Fix now a positive integer n and consider r on s&, the commutative 
subalgebra of C4 X 4 generated over IF by the single matrix 
A,,= 
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(and by the identity I if a unit is desired). It is not hard to see [GTZ] that 
if B is a square matrix with nonnegative entries, then 
r(B) = ip(B + BT), (3.2) 
where p is the spectral radius and T denotes the transpose. Using (3.2), a 
straightforward calculation yields 
( 2n+ 1 +J&-z 1’2 r(4J = & 8 > ’ r(AfJ = 2, r(Ai) =i. 
Hence, 
r(Az) - 2, 
r(Ai)r(A,) n+m 
showing that 2 is the best (least) constant satisfying (3.1). 1 
Theorem 3.1 states that if d is commutative and S is quadrative, then 
every p > 2 is an M-factor for S. As we shall see in Examples 3.1-3.3 below, 
the assumption of commutativity cannot be dropped; that is, there exist 
both proper seminorms and norms on noncommutative algebras which are 
quadrative, yet fail to have M-factors. 
In order to construct such examples, let V be a two-dimensional vector 
space over [F with basis u, v, and let /I\V be the exterior algebra associated 
with V. As we know (e.g. [G, Sect. 5.7]), AV is a four-dimensional algebra 
with basis { 1, u, v, w = u A v} and multiplication table 
1 1 w 
u ll tf ii 0 
1) v -w 0 0 
w W 0 0 0. 
Now fix r > 0, and for 
x=a+/3u+yv+6wE/\V, a, A Y, 6 E IF, 
define 
U-4 = lal + T 181 + IA + VI. (3.3) 
Clearly, S, is a norm on AV for z > 0. For T = 0 we get a proper seminorm. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let AV be the exterior algebra above. Then: 
(a) Arbitrary elements 
commute if and only if fly’ = /3’y. 
(b) If x, x’ commute, then 
S&x’) < S,(x)S,(x’). 
ProojI We have 
xx’ = cm + (a/v’ + a’/?) u + (ay’ + a’y ) v + (ad’ + a’6 + By’ - j?‘y ) w; 
hence (a) follows readily. If x, x’ commute, then by (a), 
xx’ = cd + (a/?’ + d&u + (ay’ + a’y)v + (as’ + a6’) w. 
so 
S,(xx’) = Iaa’J + z lap’ + a’j?l + lay’ + a’y( + Icd’ + a’61 
G Cl4 + r IPI + IYI + I4 3Cb’l + 7 WI + IY’I -+ WI 1 
= Ux)S,(x’). I 
We immediate obtain now: 
COROLLARY 3.1. S, in (3.3) is quadrative on AV. 
With Corollary 3.1 at hand we can introduce now the following 
examples: 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the proper seminorm S0 defined on /jV in (3.3) 
with r = 0. Evidently, X = Ker So is a one-dimensional Jordan ideal in 
/\V spanned by u. Further, using our multiplication table, we easily find 
that M, the two-sided ideal in AV generated by u, is two-dimensional and 
spanned by u and v. Thus, 
As N is the smallest wo-sided ideal in /\V containing u, it follows that X 
is not a two-sided ideal in AV. By Theorem 1.1 therefore, S, has no 
M-factors; yet, by Corollary 3.1, So is quadrative on AV. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The dimension of the above example can be reduced 
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from four to three by dispensing with the unit in /\V and considering the 
noncommutative algebra /\,V spanned by U, u, and w, with addtion and 
multiplication as in /jV. Indeed, for arbitrary 
x=uu+j?v+ywE/\,V, 4 P, y E IF, 
define the proper seminorm 
S(x) = IBI + IYI. 
Since by the proof of Theorem 3.2 all squares in /\,V vanish, every semi- 
norm on /\,V is quadrative. On the other hand, as in Example 3.1, Ker S 
is the one-dimensional Jordan ideal in &,V generated by U, while the 
two-sided ideal in /\,V generated by u is two-dimensional and spanned by 
u and u. Hence, Ker S is not a two-sided ideal in A,,V, so by Theorem 1.1 
again, S has no M-factors. 
Example 3.2 is a special case of the following observation: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let d be a noncommutative algebra and suppose all 
squares in d vanish. Then there exist (quadrative) proper seminorms on s$ 
with no M-factors. 
Proof: Select elements a, b E d with ab # ba, and suppose 
aa+fib+y(ab-ba)=O, 4 B, Y E IF. (3.4) 
Multiplying (3.4) by a from the right we obtain 
fiba + yaba = 0. (3.5) 
Similarly, multiplying (3.4) by a from the left yields 
flab - yaba = 0, (3.6) 
so subtracting (3.6) from (3.5), we find 
/?(ba - ab) + 2yaba = 0. (3.7) 
Now, if aba = 0, then by (3.7), /? = 0. If aba # 0, we multiply (3.7) from the 
right by a to get 
flaba = 0, 
so fl= 0 in any case. Likewise, a = 0, and so also y = 0. Thus, a, b, and 
ab - ba are linearly independent by (3.4). 
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Choose now a basis for d which includes a, b, ab - ha, and for every 
element 
x=aa+/?b+y(ab-ha)+ ... E&, 4 BY Y E IF, 
define the proper seminorm 




S(x) = S(y) = 0, S(XY) = 1, 
and the theorem follows. 1 
While Examples 3.1 and 3.2 deal with proper seminorms, we shall now 
proceed to exhibit a quadrative norm with no M-factors. As for seminorms, 
the underlying algebra must be noncommutative by Theorem 3.1. Since by 
Theorem 1.3 norms on finite-dimensional algebras always have M-factors, 
then unlike the previous examples, the algebra in our next example must 
be infinite-dimensional. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the algebra 
d = 
1 
(Xl, x2, x3, ...) : XjE/\V 1 
of all finite sequences of elements in the algebra /\V introduced earlier, 
where addition and multiplication are defined componentwise using the 
operations in /jV. For each 
x=(xj)Ed 
define 
N(x) = sup Sj-l(Xj), 
where S,-, is given in (3.3) with r =j - ‘. Obviously, N is a norm on &‘; and 
since S, is quadrative by Corollary 3.1, so is N. 






X = txj)9 Xj= 
0 j#n, 







Y= (Yj), Yj = 
0, j#n. 
Evidently, 
N(x) = N(y) = 1, N(xy) =+ a; 
hence N has no M-factors on d, and our example is established. 
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